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THUMBPRINT TERRAIN IN ISIDIS PLANITIA: FORMED IN A GLACIAL PALEOLAKE 
ENVIRONMENT? J. F. Lockwood (Sahuaro H. S., Tucson, AZ.), J. S. Kargel, (USGS-Flagstaff) 

INTRODUCTION- Much controversy surrounds the nature of the thumbprint terrain (hereafter "TT") of the 
northern plains of Mars. Otherwise known as "striped ground"1 or whorl patterned terrain2, these areas of curvilinear, 
parallel ridges, are found overlying millions of square kilometers between 30 and 70° N , although a very large area (Isidis 
Planitia), centered at 13O N, 272O lies near the equator. Occupying topographic basins primarily at elevations between 0 
and -2 km. relative to the Martian datum, 22 areas of 'IT exist, ranging in size from 5,000 to 420,000 km2. Some ridges are 
continuous in nature, but many have a beaded or knobby structure. Each area of lT is associated with anastomosing ridge 
systems or solitary long sinuous ridges that are typical of eskers on earth3 The tops of many of the knobby thumbprint 
hills appear to be indented along their top surface to some degree. Single ridges can be composed of up to thirty of these 
knobby hills connected together via shallow undulating valleys, making some ridges over 30 km. in length. Other ridge 
systems appear to be reduced to isolated beads with several hundred meter gaps separating them. Several explanations have 
been proposed for the genesis of 'IT, among them recessional moraines1, ice-pushed ridges5, linear ice-cored ridges6, 
products of the breakdown of surface material by subsurface ice, ice-shoved glaciotectonic ridges2. or paleoshore features. 
The largest area of lT, Isidis Planitia, will be discussed in detail. Our interpretation is that 'IT represents moraines formed 
in a glaciolacustrine environment. 
OBSERVATIONS - The shape of Isidis Planitia is fairly circular, and follows the basin contours. Ridges are absent in 
the center of the basin in an area approximately 100 km in radius (see Fig. 1). The parallel ridges to the east, southwest, and 
northeast of the center of Isidis tend to form crudely concentric or arcuate patterns. 

In some of the Isidis 'IT areas, the ridges are reduced to the previously mentioned "beaded" hills. These hills are 
remarkably uniform in size, ranging from 300 to 800 m. long, with the vast majority 400 m. in length and 300 m. in width 
(N = 193). In some regions the hills, whether connected or separated, line up in parallel rows, and have an average 
separation of between 2 and 4.0 km. (See Table 1, VO frame 146S23). In other regions the ridges, and the knobs that make 
them up, degenerate into a more chaotic pattern (See VO frame 146 S17). 

Several esker-like ridges stretch in a parallel fashion between 274 and 279O, at 18' N. In fact, many of the other 
areas of 'IT in the Northern Plains have these same type of structures associated with them, and often occur on the outer 
margins of the 'IT region. In the case of Isidis Planitia 'IT, esker-like ridges and associated tunnel valley type structures 
ring the basin, with the majority of them along the northern most edge near 18 to 19' N. Their orientation appears to be 
uniformly downslope and all of them align radially with the area in the center of the basin (13O N, 272O) that is bereft of 
'IT, like the spokes of a wheel (See fig. 1). Similar features, also interpreted as eskers and tunnel channels, occur with other 
possible glacial landforms in other large basins, such as Argyre and Hellas Planitia and elsewhere in the northern plains.3 
INTERPRETATIONS - We propose that lT of the Isidis Planitia has a glaciolacustrine origin. Rogen and De Geer 
moraines appear of fit the parameters of TI to a large degree, except 'IT ridges are larger. Rogen moraine, explained as an 
underwater glacial push moraine, give an irregular ribbed appearance to the landscape7. In Quebec, individual ridges range 
from 10 to 30 meters high, are over 1 km. long, and have crests between 100 and 300 meters apart. The ridges are "gently 
arcuate, and slightly concave ~ ~ ~ l a c i e r " . ~  De Geer moraines are smaller features, seldom reaching 15 m. in height and their 
separations can reach 300 m. De Geer moraines may form some distance behind the margin of an ice sheet which floats in a 
sea or lake9, but their origin is a matter of conjecture. Sublacustrine recessional moraine ridges have been discovered by 
soundings off the coast of Norway in over 400 m of water. These moraines are more than 1 km long and are up to 30 m 
high. They appear to be directly deposited by glacier ice in at least 400 m of waterlo. Other such large moraines have been 
detected in other shelf areas,ll in the Gulf of Bothnia under 150 m of water, and off the coast of ~ a b r a d o r l ~ .  Martian 'IT, in 
its fully developed ridge form or in its knobby form, is almost an order of magnitude larger than these terrestrial examples. 

Thumbprint terrain may well be a much too general term for several different types of ridges found in Isidis. Three 
separate types of 'IT exist in the Isidis Planitia system: a lobate, arcuate uniform ridge form; a beaded, pearl necklace like, 
somewhat discontinuous, yet parallel form; and a seemingly eroded, dappled linear form. In the Isidis Planitia basin, all 
three types occur along with other evidence that can be interpreted in terms of a lake and glacier environment. R plots and 
cumulative frequency measurements by elevation, show a distinct decrease in small craters in lower areas all across the 
northern plains13, which suggests an agent of deposition in these regions. The pattern of esker-like features, all radially 
situated to the center of the basin, lends support to the hypothesis that a disconnected ice sheet once covered this region at 
some time in the past. In an era of a warmer climate on Mars, this ice sheet may have overlain a 500 to 1000 m deep lake. 
The total or partial freezing of this water layer, the grounding of all or part of the ice sheet, and its subsequent ablation in a 
dry climate could account for many of the 'IT/moraine features mapped in the basin. 'IT may be a combination of end or 
recessional moraines, push moraine, and De Geer type moraine all deposited at different stages in the evolution of such a 
marine ice sheet. The final disintegration of the glacial lobes may produce, towards the center of such a receding and 
disintegrating glacier, glacial karst topography. l4  Possible glacial Karst is seen in the center of Isidis. 
CONCLUSIONS - The existing 'IT pattern in Isidis Planitia could be explained by the solidification of a large (400,000 
km2) paleosea in the Isidis basin, perhaps part of Oceanus ~orealis" or a separate entity similar to the proposed 
Elysium ~ a l e o 1 a k e . l ~  It is hypothesized that the Isidis paleolake gradually froze, the ice eventually grounded, and the 
frozen lake then behaved as a glacial ice sheet, until the glacier sublimated under cold, dry conditions. Further study is 
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necessary to ascertain whether the types of lT found on the edges of the basin are fundamentally different &om the lT found 
closer to the center, or are gradations of same depositional phenomena. 
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Table 1 - Measurements of Thumbprint Ridge Beads and Ridge 
Separat ions  (Wavelengths)  

Part I - Bead Charncterlstlcs ,. ., . . 

Parameter 
Bead length (man) 
Bead length (min) 
Bead length (mean) 
Bead length (median) 
Bead width 
Sample Size = 193 

Part I 1  - R-s ("Wavelenpths") 
Wavelenglh (max) 8.4 
Wavelength (min) 2.0 
Wavelength (mean) 4.1 i . 3  
Sample Size = 95 

(or waveleneths) 
Bin (km.) # wavelengths in bin 
2 to 4.0 5 8  
4.1 to 6.0 2 5 
6.1 to 8.0 10 
> 8.0 2 
Sample Size = 95 

Fig 
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